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»Are you going
to the RIPE Social?«



»No, it’s too loud for me.«



»What about meeting
on Wednesday?«



»No, I’m recovering
from the social.«



At the Social
I Loud music everywhere

I Crowded place with no escape
I Not crowded & not so loud =

smokers’ area
I Alcohol as first choice
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Actual needs
I Reducing the sensory load for a while

I a room without additional noise
sources

I no music, no table football or other
reasons for shouting

I no, toilet is not the right place
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Actual needs
I Enabling coping mechanisms

other than alcohol
I disconnecting by focusing on an

interesting idea
I or playing some game
I we socialize by sharing, thinking and

inventing together
I not everybody wants to dance all the

time
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IT Department Partying Hard

Source: Polish internet meme



What can help easily
I adding a space with reduced noise

I providing a whiteboard
(or a blackboard)

I having a board game stack
I or we can bring our own

but we need to know it
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The venue itself
I feeling like trapped

I taxi = sitting in a car with a stranger
I »yes, sir!«
I remote and hidden meeting rooms
I Fix? ¯\_(°°)_/¯
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BIRD 1 is EOL


	
	
	
	
	

